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Ingford’s bright stars, Caleb came in and saw Chester tossing back a glass of wine ……! 

 

Caleb: “……” eyebrows, tightly knit! 

 

Apparently, it’s the first time I’ve seen this side of Chester! It’s one thing that they haven’t lived together 

much over the years. 

 

And what’s more important? Mostly, Chester has always been a very cold and hard person. 

 

He and his mother Vanessa is a bit like a similar character, never happy or angry, all the emotions are 

hidden under that cold face. 

 

He is clear and cold! 

 

Yet today,he is ……!? 

 

Just as Chester was about to tilt his head again, there was a force on his wrist and Caleb’s voice mixed 

with a magical sound: “Don’t drink.” 

 

See Caleb. 

 

Chester’s body is even more plummeting! 

 

“Poof!” The wine in his hand splashed Caleb’s face with his backhand. 

 

Caleb: “……” 

 

The cold, crisp smell of wine made him a little unresponsive. 

 

The next moment “Boom!” The bottle, directly on his head down, ‘buzzing’ sound, the brain is blank. 

 

And Chester, with his scarlet eyes! 

 

At this moment, the scene is therefore instantly chaotic, just as he is about to raise the bottle again and 

swing it at Caleb, who is a bit confused by the beating. 

 

This time, Caleb was quick to grab his wrist, and his tone was a bit of hidden anger: ” 

 

What are you doing?” 

 

“……” 

 

“Crazy, isn’t it?” 



 

The scene, the security response is very rapid, have been surging towards them, many guests saw the 

scene were scared. 

 

…… 

 

One Night! 

 

Sleep well! 

 

Alina is like that, she always sleeps well when she sleeps with her little girl over the years. 

 

The breakfast table, looking at the little thing has not come to the level of the change of the little pink 

nightie. 

 

“Do you want Mommy to feed you?” Look at the little thing eating thoughtfully. 

 

Especially she is so small, so Alina feel that the old look is very cute, in the end is their own daughter, 

how to look at the cute look. 

 

The little thing shook its head: “No, eat your food!” 

 

“……” eat her? 

 

The tone! 

 

Why do you feel more and more that this girl is more like Caleb in terms of temperament? 

 

Thinking about that dog man makes Alina angry! 

 

“Last night at the Starlight, Chester beat up Caleb, and he’s still in the hospital.” 

 

“What the hell?” Alina looked at Andre without understanding. 

 

Andre looked at her deeply at the moment, “What do you think they were fighting about?” 

 

“Huh?” 

 

Alina didn’t even understand what was going on when the two of them fought in a place like a nightclub, 

and now she was asked this by Andre, and it was like a torture with her soul. 

 

Andre: “Yesterday 

 

The day Penny’s birthday party Chester found out you and I had a daughter, he beat Caleb up at night!” 

 



“No, aren’t those two things?” 

 

“You don’t think these two things are related?” 

 

Is there a connection? 

 

Alina’s impression of Chester has always been very superficial, but now when Andre said so. 

 

It seems to be true? 

 

But it can’t be! How is it possible that she and Chester only spent two or three times with each other, 

really? 

 

“No, I think you’re overreacting, Chester wouldn’t be that kind of person.” “Although she’s gotten into 

that kind of trouble with Caleb. 

 

But it must be said that they were once a couple. 

 

This Chester seems to have no problems with his character in this area. 

 

So now this reaction of Andre, let Alina is really some confusion. 

 

Andre: “You think that I’m overreacting?” 

 

Isn’t it? 

 

He’s typically, just overreacting, right? 

 

Looking at the scrutiny in the man’s eyes, Alina did not dare to say. 

 

…… 

 

The Collins family side blew up too! 

 

Knowing about the fight between Chester and Caleb last night, Vanessa looks over at Chester at the 

Collins Castle table right now. 

 

Frowning, he said, “What’s going on?” 

 

“You have to pay back sooner or later!” 

 

Crowd: “……” 

 

Who understands this deep talk? 
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Murdoch rarely came back to Collins Castle, so what did he have to give back to Chester? 

 

Apparently, Vanessa was the one who was most unresponsive on this point. 

 

The words of his sons are always profound, and no one understands them. 

 

But fighting has never happened to the Collins, and this time it’s a refreshing experience for everyone. 

 

…… 

 

Hospital side! 

 

Tomas is here, Emma, too! 

 

“Caleb.” Emma looked at Caleb with tears in her eyes. 

 

Caleb: “Send her back!” 

 

Obviously, Caleb, who was already upset about Emma’s sobbing, was in no mood to deal with it. 

 

Emma: “I’m here with you.” 

 

“Go back!” 

 

Two words, very cold and hard. 

 

Emma: “……” 

 

At that, his face changed, and he wanted to take advantage of this opportunity to perform well in front 

of Caleb. 

 

But now the man is showing no sign of giving her face. 

 

In my heart, I feel very bad! 

 

Emma took several deep breaths, but also can not be the heart of the stuffy weight down. 

 

Take a deep breath, only to hear her say: “I just want to stay here with you, why do you have to do this!” 

 

Yeah, why bother? 

 

Caleb looked at her, and the look in his eyes deepened at this moment, and that deep look made 

Emma’s heart feel 



 

It was a torment. 

 

“Then I’ll go back first, no need for Tomas to see me off.” 

 

With that, he turned his wheelchair around and headed out of the room. 

 

The back of the depressed look, as long as a person will be heartbroken, but Caleb’s eyes are always 

outside the window. 

 

His eyes have not been on Emma since she arrived. 

 

That loss of patience is evident! 

 

But it must be mentioned that once …… he was very attentive to her, talking about compensation! 

Because that night. 

 

He basically does everything she asks, however ……! Caleb hates it when people cheat on him. 

 

What does cheating amount to? It’s the same as betrayal, and Emma, for one, has committed the very 

thing that all men hate. 

 

Emma is gone. 

 

Tomas: “Are we, discharged?” 

 

“Call her!” 

 

Tomas : “……” She? Alina? 

 

So this person is completely drunk? In fact, his injury is not that big, he could have been discharged last 

night. 

 

I stayed overnight in a place full of disinfectant water, so I waited here! 

 

No wonder, just now to drive Emma away, this should not come! The one who should not come also do 

not know where to get the news to come. 

 

“Okay.” Tomas immediately went down to the phone. 

 

When Caleb was left alone in the ward, the man’s eyes were deep and dark, and what came to mind was 

Chester’s scarlet eyes last night. 


